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A propulsion concept relying on the direct steady-state acceleration of a plasma by an inductive wave-launching
antenna is presented. By operating inductively in steady state, a direct wave-drive thruster (DWDT) avoids
drawbacks associated with pulsed acceleration and electrode erosion. The generalized relations for the scaling of
thrust and efficiency are derived analytically. Thrust is shown to scale with the square of the antenna current, and
efficiency is shown to increase with increasing current or power. The total force and resistive losses between an
annular antenna and a finite-conductivity plasma slab are modeled. Calculations from the model suggest four design
criteria for efficient performance of a DWDT: the size of the device must be large when compared to both the standoff
distance and plasma skin depth, the excitation frequency must be as large as the electron collision frequency, and the
resistive losses within the wave-launching antenna must be minimized. A sample evaluation is performed with the
model to illustrate the potential performance for a thruster operating at 10 kW with a mass flow rate of 1 mg∕s at
typical plasma parameters, and the maximum efficiency is found to have an upper bound near 50%.

Most electrodeless accelerators can broadly be grouped into two
categories: magnetic nozzles [3–5] and pulsed inductive accelerators
[6–9], both of which suffer from various drawbacks. Magnetic nozzles
often require a separate heating stage [3] and must address detachment
concerns to avoid divergence losses [10,11]. Moreover, these devices
are typically inefficient at low powers [4,5]. Meanwhile, high-power
pulsed circuitry can degrade to limit thruster lifetime, and pulsed
devices face technical challenges in limiting mass utilization losses
[12]. By operating continuously and without a nozzle, a DWDT can
potentially avoid these drawbacks. Some continuous devices using
rotating electric fields have been explored [13,14], and another concept
uses the ponderomotive force from electron cyclotron waves to directly
accelerate electrons [15]. However, all of these devices may still rely on
the expanding magnetic nozzle geometry for acceleration.
More recently, Jorns and Choueiri [16] proposed a direct wavedrive device that relied on the ponderomotive force obtained from
damping beating electrostatic waves [17] to naturally generate thrust
across magnetic field lines, and therefore did not rely on a magnetic
nozzle topology. This force has already been explored to create
plasma flows [18,19] and current drives [20,21] in fusion devices.
However, theoretical investigations of these wave-driven flows have
focused solely on the wave–plasma interaction within the plasma
control volume. In the proposed concept, Jorns and Choueiri [16] did
not consider the wave-launching mechanism and assumed waves
were generated from an annular spiral antenna with no losses.
Although this approach could describe momentum absorption, it
ignored the inductive interactions that initially coupled momentum
into the plasma from an antenna structure. For any direct wave-drive
device, all of the momentum contained in the excited waves (and
subsequently the bulk plasma) must be obtained from this inductive
coupling. By analyzing this coupling, we can derive the general
scaling behavior for both thrust and thrust efficiency.
The goals of this work are to present the DWDT concept, understand
the fundamental physics governing the efficacy of the antenna–plasma
interaction, and derive general and specific equations for the scaling of
thrust and thrust efficiency. We start in Sec. II by describing the antenna–
plasma momentum coupling for a general DWDT and deriving the
scaling of thrust and thrust efficiency with increasing driving current. In
Sec. III, we set up a simple annular DWDT configuration in order to
calculate specific thrust and loss coefficients, and we use those
coefficients to evaluate the scaling of thrust and efficiency as a function
of various nondimensional parameters in Sec. IV. In Sec. V, we discuss
the limitations of our assumptions and analytical approach as well as
future design considerations; in Sec. VI, we summarize our findings.
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I.

Introduction

T

HE direct wave-drive thruster (DWDT) is a new steady-state
propulsion concept that uses waves to transfer momentum
directly to a plasma. By using an inductive wave-launching antenna
(WLA), a DWDT can operate without electrodes, which prevents
lifetime limitations associated with erosion processes seen in major
propulsion concepts [1,2] and allows compatibility with a variety of
propellants.
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II.

Thrust and Efficiency Model

In its simplest form, the DWDT consists of a wave-launching antenna
targeting the specific modes of a nearby plasma, as shown in Fig. 1.
1124
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are proportional to the magnitude of the exciting current in the WLA
Ja . Therefore, the total pressure and total thrust must be proportional
to the current squared:
T  CT J2a

(3)

and the thrust coefficient CT is dependent on the geometry of the system,
the excitation frequency, and the plasma response. We present an
explicit calculation of CT in an annular DWDT configuration in Sec. III.
B. Efficiency

We can determine the scaling of thrust efficiency by determining
the total thrust power and the power dissipated by the various loss
mechanisms. Thrust power is dependent on mass flow and is given by
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Fig. 1 Simple direct wave-drive thruster channel with an embedded
magnetic field. A wave-launching antenna is placed behind the channel,
which generates a propagating mode in the positive z^ direction.

The thruster may include an applied magnetic field that confines plasma
away from the walls and can be tuned to create wave modes of interest
inside of the thruster. And the wave-launching antenna may be used to
couple to both propagating or nonpropagating wave modes.
Before delving into detailed analyses of the plasma wave modes or
thruster geometry, it is useful to have a simplified analytical model
that can predict the basic scaling behavior of thrust and efficiency
for a wide range of DWDT parameters. To do this, we must first
understand the basic thrust mechanisms and power loss mechanisms
that will be dominant in such a concept. The major thrust contribution
for a DWDT comes from momentum imparted to the plasma via the
WLA. In our simplified model, we will neglect any cold gas and
electrothermal thrust components. As a result, the total thrust can be
calculated from the electromagnetic interaction between the plasma
and the WLA. This force is applied continuously, so the total thrust is
determined by time averaging these electromagnetic forces.
We approximate thrust efficiency by considering only the resistive
and radiative losses associated with the antenna–plasma coupling.
This ignores nonidealized effects, such as wall losses, frozen flow
losses, and imperfect mass utilization. As a result, we derive an upper
bound on the thrust efficiency constrained by the ohmic losses in the
plasma and antenna, as well as the radiative energy losses from wave
modes that do not contribute to thrust.

PT 

S

where the integral is taken over the surface of the plasma, which
is similar to the derivations for self-field magnetoplasmadynamic
thrusters (MPDTs) [22–24]. This electromagnetic pressure PEMij is
the typical Maxwell stress tensor
PEMij





1
1
1
2
2
 ϵ0 Ei Ej − δij E 
Bi Bj − δij B
2
μ0
2

(2)

If we assume a linear response of the plasma to the excitation in the
WLA, the magnitudes of the oscillating electric and magnetic fields

(4)

The dominant loss mechanisms are resistive and radiative in
nature. In the plasma, ohmic heating can be calculated with
Z
PL;plasma  hJp ⋅ Ei dV
(5)
where Jp and E are the currents and electric fields in the plasma, and
we integrate over the full plasma volume. Again, assuming a linear
response, both terms are proportional to the excitation current in the
WLA Ja . The resistive and radiative losses from the WLA are simply
PL;wla  hRwla J2a i;

PL;rad  hRrad J2a i

(6)

Putting these losses together, the total power loss is
1
PL  hRplasma  Rwla  Rrad J2a i  Reff J2a
2

(7)

where Reff is the overall effective resistance of the combined losses,
and the factor of 1∕2 comes from time averaging over the oscillation.
Finally, the efficiency of the thrust transfer is thrust power divided
by total power. That is,
η

A. Thrust

The WLA is responsible for all momentum transferred to the
plasma and acquired by the exhaust. As a result, we can calculate the
total thrust by time averaging the electromagnetic pressure exerted on
the plasma. Assuming little momentum is lost by radiation to
vacuum, this total force exactly equals the force on the WLA. This
assumption can be made when the excitation frequency is smaller
than the plasma frequency because the plasma near the antenna
surface reflects the vacuum mode so as to mostly cancel modes
radiated in the opposite direction. As a result, the electromagnetic
pressure between the WLA and plasma acts to both push the plasma
and transfer thrust back to the antenna.
Therefore, the total electromagnetic thrust is simply the following:
Z
T  hPEMij i ⋅ dA
(1)

T2
_
2m

PT
1

PT  PL 1  mR
_ eff ∕C2T J2a 

(8)

where Reff is a loss coefficient that can have, like CT , a complicated
dependence on geometry and plasma dynamics. Although thrust in a
DWDT scales with the current squared, thrust efficiency also improves
with increasing current. This scaling behavior is quite similar to that
derived for self-field MPDTs [24], except that the generated
electromagnetic pressure is coupled to the plasma inductively.

III.

Thrust and Loss Coefficient Derivations

The basic scaling behavior of a DWDT with respect to the antenna
current is straightforward. When assuming a linear response, an
efficient thruster can be created with sufficient current or power.
However, in order to determine how much power is required to create
an efficient device, we must understand how both CT and Reff are
affected by the configuration of the WLA, the properties of the plasma,
and the targeted wave modes. In this section, we will calculate the thrust
and efficiency for a specific configuration in order to bound thruster
performance. To do this, we will not consider a propagating mode but,
instead, an evanescing, ordinary wave, which simplifies the analysis
while retaining the salient scaling features. However, this assumption
ignores the difficulty that may arise in accessing other wave modes.
We start by taking the antenna to have a fixed annular geometry
similar to the antenna configurations used in pulsed inductive
thrusters (PITs) [6,7] and proposed for devices like the ponderomotive
thruster [16]. We assume the current is distributed evenly through a
flat annulus with the inner radius r0 and outer radius 2r0 positioned
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∇2 As −

ω2pe iω
As  μ0 J0
c2 νe  iω

(12)

We solve for A by closely following the solution used by Dodd and
Deeds [25], who solved a similar configuration using a single coil near
a material with purely real conductivity. However, we use Eq. (11) and
integrate over many loops to form a flat annular antenna. Like in other
wave-coupling solutions [26], we split the solution space into separate
domains (shown in Fig. 2) corresponding to z < −l, −l < z < 0, and
z > 0; we solve each domain separately; and then we match boundary
conditions in order to stitch together a unique self-consistent solution.
Before proceeding, we nondimensionalize Eq. (12) using the following
scheme based on the geometry described previously:
r  r∕r0
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Fig. 2 Solution geometry for a fixed annular antenna. Evanescing wave
mode shown in region III.

parallel to a flat plasma surface at a standoff distance l as shown in
Fig. 2. We further simplify the model by treating the plasma as a
uniform semi-infinite slab occupying a half-space a fixed distance
from the annular WLA and assume the plasma is preionized in order to
isolate the antenna–plasma interaction. Finally, we do not include
a background magnetic field. As a result, only the collisional,
evanescing ordinary mode is present in the plasma. And, we note that
the approximation of a plasma with infinite extent holds well for high
plasma conductivities, which will correspond to stronger coupling
between the WLA and the plasma.
To calculate the thrust coefficient CT and the plasma resistance
Rplasma , we assume an oscillating source current with magnitude Ja in
the WLA and solve Maxwell’s equations throughout the geometry.
Once we have solved for the electric and magnetic fields, the force on
the plasma can be immediately determined. The currents and fields in
the plasma are determined by the frequency-dependent plasma
conductivity, which is primarily a function of the plasma density, and
the electron collision frequency.
A. Magnetic Vector Potential Solution

In this configuration, it is easiest to calculate the electric and
magnetic fields via the magnetic vector potential A, where
B  ∇ × A;

E−

∂A
;
∂t

J  −σ

∂A
∂t

(9)

Because of the cylindrical symmetry, A is purely the azimuthal
direction, and the wave equation becomes
∇2 A −

1 ∂2 A
∂A
− μ0 σ
 μ0 J0
∂t
c2 ∂t2

(10)

where σ is the frequency-dependent conductivity, which is zero in
free space; and J0  Ja ∕r0 δz  l is the excitation current density
in the WLA. To solve, we allow Ja and A to vary sinusoidally with a
given frequency, such that A  As eiωt , where As is the spatially
varying part of A and is complex valued. The complex conductivity
can be obtained from the electron momentum equation:
σ

e2 ne
1 ω2pe
1

me νe  iω μ0 c2 νe  iω

δ s  δs ∕r0

z  z∕r0

l  l∕r0

ν  νe ∕ω

δs  c∕ωpe

τ  ωt

where r and z are the normalized cylindrical coordinates, l is the
antenna–plasma standoff distance, and δs is the classical plasma
skin depth.
In regions I and II, there is no plasma; and the vector potential
diffusion equation becomes
∇2 As  0

(13)

where ∇ is now the spatial gradient with respect to the normalized
coordinate system. In region III, the equation becomes
1
itan−1 ν A  0
∇2 As − δ −2
s p2 e
s
1  ν

(14)

Finally, we define θν  tan−1 ν , where θν is between zero and π∕2,
so that
iθν
∇2 As − δ −2
s cos θν e As  0

(15)

This is expanded into the cylindrical coordinate system:


1 ∂
∂A
A
∂2 As  −2
r s − 2s 
− δs cos θν eiθν As  0
r ∂r
∂r
r
∂z2

(16)

To calculate the forces on and dissipation within the plasma, we
only need to know A in region III, but we need to solve for the
equations in all three regions simultaneously. The full derivation is
performed in the Appendix and yields
Z ∞Z 2
xJ1 axJ1 ar
A3s  μ0 J a
0
1
p
a
2  −2
iθ

p e−al e− a δs cos θν e ν z dx da (17)
×
iθν
a  a2  δ −2
cos
θ
e
s
ν
where J1 is a Bessel function of the first kind; and we are integrating
over a, the spatial separation constant, and x the normalized surface
of the annulus. The time-dependent solution is further normalized by
defining A  A∕μ0 Ja  such that
Z ∞Z 2
 θν ; τ  eiτ
 r; z; ks ; l;
xJ 1 axJ1 ar
A
0
1
p
a
2  −2
iθ

p e−al e− a δs cos θν e ν z dx da (18)
×
−2
2
iθ
a  a  δ s cos θν e ν

(11)

where me is the mass of an electron, ne is the electron density, and νe
is the electron collision frequency.
Finally, we assume that the input frequencies are sufficiently small
that the second-order time derivative is negligible. This assumption is
justified when ω, ν ≪ ωpe : the latter of which is true for typical plasma
parameters relevant to electric propulsion devices. And, we have

B. Thrust Coefficient CT

The net electromagnetic force generated on the plasma can be
calculated from the integration of the J × B force density in the
plasma:
Z
F  ReJ × ReB dV
(19)
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Using Eq. (9) and the normalization scheme,
Z
2
iθν 
 
F  μ0 Ja Re−δ −2
s cos θν e A × Re∇ × A dV

where
(20)

Because A is only in the θ^ direction, we can rewrite the force into
the component in the z^ (i.e., thrust) direction as
Fz  −μ0 J2a δ −2
s cos θν

Z

 
 ⋅ Re ∂A dV
Reeiθν A
∂z
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(23)

where
Z Z
∞
2
2 
xJ 1 axJ 1 ar
r

0 3
0
1
2

aδ −1

s cos θν
p
 e−al dx da
×
 dr
−2
2
iθ
a  a  δ s cos θν e ν
∞

∞

IV.

Parametric Investigation of Thrust and Thrust
Efficiency

A. Scaling of the Thrust Coefficient and Plasma Resistance with
Nondimensional Quantities

We now have analytical descriptions for CT and Rplasma as
functions of three nondimensional parameters δ s , l, and ν . The
interplay of these three parameters is seen in Eqs. (24) and (30) for γ
and α: both of which go to unity as δ s , l, ν → 0. These equations do
not have explicit solutions in terms of elementary functions;
therefore, we performed numerical integrations over a parameter
space from δ s  1 to 1∕64, l  1 to 1∕16, and ν  1∕10 to 10
(θν  .1 to 1.47).
Figure 3 shows contour plots for the coupling parameter γ in terms
of δ s and l for various values of ν . As expected, we can see that γ
increases toward unity as δ s , l, ν → 0. In the reverse direction, γ
quickly decreases to zero. The parameters α and γ exhibit similar
behavior so that, as γ increases, the dissipation losses also increase.
Qualitatively, this occurs because more current must be present in the
plasma in order to increase the net force. This additional current leads
to more ohmic heating.

(24)
B. Efficiency

and is between zero and one.
Therefore, the thrust coefficient CT is given by the following:
3
 θν 
CT  πμ0 γδ s ; l;
4

Z

and is also between zero and one.

The maximum force (T max 
→ 0.
Physically, this occurs when the plasma density is sufficiently high
and the electron collision frequency and standoff distance are
sufficiently small. This result is not surprising because T max is equal
to the magnetic pressure between two infinite current sheets [27]
multiplied by the area of the antenna and an additional factor of 1∕2 to
account for the average over the period of oscillation.
Normalizing by this maximum force, we get

Z

∞

(30)

3∕4πμ0 J 2a ) occurs as δ s , l, θν

 θν  
γδ s ; l;

Z

(21)

By time averaging the total axial force and applying the divergence
theorem, we get
Z∞
π
2
 θν k2 r dr
(22)
kA s r; z  0; δ s ; l;
T  μ0 J 2a δ −2
s cos θν
2
0

 θν ; Ja   T max ⋅ γδ s ; l;
 θν 
Tδ s ; l;

Z Z
∞
2
4 
xJ 1 axJ 1 ar
r

0
0 3
0
1
2
p

aδ −1
2  −2
iθ

s cos θν
p
e−al e− a δs cos θν e ν z dx da
×
 dr dz
−2
2
iθ

ν
a  a  δs cos θν e

 θν   δ −1
αδ s ; l;
s

By recalling Eq. (8) and ignoring losses from Rwla and Rrad , we have
η

(25)

1
1

_ plasma ∕C2T J2a  1  DP
1  mR

(31)

where
C. Plasma Resistance Rplasma

The power dissipation in the plasma is calculated from the
integration of joule heating in the plasma:
Z
(26)
PL;plasma  hReJ ⋅ ReEi dV
Again, using Eq. (9) and the normalization scheme, we have

Z ∞Z ∞
ω
 ⋅ ReiAg
 r dr dz
cos θν
fReeiθν A
PL;plasma  Z0 J2a δ −3
s
ωpe
0
0
(27)
And, the time-averaged result is
Z ∞Z ∞
νe
 θν k2 r dr dz
 l;
PL;plasma  πZ0 J2a δ −3
cos2 θν
kA s r; z; δ;
s
ωpe
0
0
1
 Rplasma J2a
2

(28)

We can normalize the plasma resistance in a similar manner to CT
by separating a new coupling parameter α from a term dependent on
the ratio of νe to ωpe :
3
ν
 θν 
Rplasma  πZ0 J2a e ⋅ αδ s ; l;
ωpe
2

(29)

DP 

_ plasma
mR
C2T J 2a

(32)

is a normalized dissipation parameter. Substituting Eqs. (25) and (29)
gives us
DP 

_
8mc
νe α
3πμ0 J2a ωpe γ 2

(33)

where efficiency is improved by minimizing DP . This can be achieved
by increasing the total current in the antenna, and therefore the total
power of the device, or by minimizing the ratio of α∕γ 2 , the ratio of
νe ∕ωpe , or the mass flow rate.
We put the aforementioned model in perspective by making
_  1 mg∕s,
assumptions typical of an electric propulsion device; m
r0  4 cm, l  1 cm, ne  3 × 1017 m−3 , and T e  5 eV, such
that δ s  1∕4 and l  1∕4. For these values, the thrust efficiency can
be calculated by assuming various ν . Figure 4 shows plots of
efficiency as a function of power for a range of ν . Clearly, improved
performance occurs for smaller electron collision frequencies or
higher input frequencies, which is the parameter most easily
experimentally controlled.
We can account for resistive losses in the WLA by deriving a
second dissipation parameter:
Dwla 

_ wla 1
16mR
9π 2 μ20 J2a γ 2

(34)
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Fig. 3 Contour log plots of γ as a function of δ s , l,

skin depth δ s . We find that decreasing both the skin depth and
resistance improves the calculated efficiency.
This efficiency calculation ignores other system losses, such as the
ionization energy required to create the plasma. At lower powers, we
expect this may significantly reduce overall performance. We can
estimate the power requirement by assuming the plasma plume is
fully ionized and that none of the ionization energy is recovered. For
_  1 mg∕s and noting that the first
singly ionized xenon, assuming m
ionization energy is Ei ≈ 12 eV, this corresponds to ∼10 W. Even
for particularly inefficient ionization and maintenance schemes, the
overall losses are comparably small for a device operating with
greater than 1 kW.
C. Thruster Design Considerations

We have analytically modeled a simplified DWDT concept and
shown that, in addition to Ja , the scaling of thrust and thrust
efficiency depends on three important nondimensional parameters:
ν , l, and δ s . Although the most straightforward method for improving
efficiency is to increase the total power, coupling and efficiency can
be improved as ν , l, and δ s → 0. Practically speaking, δs and l are
difficult to decrease because δs ∼ n−1∕2
and l is dependent on the
e
amount of material insulating the WLA. Therefore, l and δ s are most
easily controlled by increasing the physical size of the thruster r0.
Meanwhile, ν can be easily minimized by increasing the applied
frequency ω.
Fig. 4 The top plot shows η vs P for Rwla  0, δ s  1∕4, l  1∕4, and
increasing ν . The bottom plot shows η vs δ s for P  5 kW, ν  1∕3,
l  1∕4, and increasing Rwla .

which is the ratio of power dissipated in the WLA to the thrust power.
In Fig. 4, we hold the total input power fixed at 5 kWand vary the WLA
resistance Rwla while plotting efficiency against the nondimensional

V.

Discussion

The preceding analysis uses a number of simplifying assumptions
that may affect the performance of a practical device. First, by
assuming an infinite-extent plasma, we have artificially limited fringe
effects. Second, by assuming a constant density plasma, we have
ignored the wave-absorption dynamics that are likely to occur for
various wave modes. Additionally, we have ignored ionization costs
in our efficiency calculation, which would further reduce the
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expected performance. Finally, by choosing a linear, ordinary
coupling to the plasma, we have ignored potential optimizations that
might exist by targeting specific wave modes.
The linearity assumption also limits the application of our theory
because increasing power levels will eventually reach nonlinear
regimes. At such power levels, a DWDT behavior may change to the
extent that it is quite similar to a PIT operated continuously, where
significant density rarefactions limit the antenna–plasma coupling.
However, the instantaneous power levels delivered in pulsed
concepts can exceed 1 MW [6,7], which is far beyond what could
reasonably be delivered continuously. It is useful to see what power
levels may cause less extreme nonlinear effects. For example, the
power level where the linearity assumption might first break down
can be determined by comparing the distance traveled by an electron
during an oscillation to the overall size of the device: r0 > L ∼ v∕ω.
Using Eq. (9) and the electron equation of motion, we get that
L ∼ eA∕me ω < r0 . For a 10 MHz driving frequency, and the typical
parameters previously used, the inequality breaks down near 10 kW
of thrust power, which is comparable to powers used for current
electric propulsion concepts.
This power level is also near where we begin to see reasonable
efficiencies from our analysis in Sec. IV. One way to potentially
overcome this limitation is through an applied magnetic field that
favorably alters the coupling behavior between the WLA and plasma.
For example, Alfvén waves can be accessed by the addition of
a background magnetic field, and they are capable of carrying
significant momentum. The linearity of such waves is dependent on
the ratio of the wave magnetic field to the applied magnetic field so, by
increasing the background field strength, linearity can be maintained
at higher powers. The addition of an applied field may also influence
the WLA–plasma coupling by altering the plasma skin depth and the
associated dissipation losses. Finally, such a field also serves to
confine the plasma near the WLA to help ensure stronger coupling.

Appendix: Calculation of the Vector Potential
Starting with Eqs. (13) and (16), we apply separation of the
variables on As such that
As  Rr ⋅ Zz

and define a separation constant a2 . Therefore, the solution can be
described by


1 ∂
∂R
1
r
− 2  −a2
rR ∂r
∂r
r
1 ∂2 Z

Z ∂z2

(

a2

Region I and II

b2

Region III

Conclusions

A new concept was presented for a plasma thruster that is
electrodeless, nozzleless, and continuous while avoiding life-limiting
effects from erosion and high-power pulsed circuitry without
encountering the detachment concerns of a magnetic nozzle. Further
described was the appropriate method of analyzing the thrust and thrust
efficiency by solving the momentum and the energy coupling between
the wave-launching antenna structure and the plasma.
From this approach, it is seen that a DWDT will have a thrust
proportional to the WLA current squared J2a and that efficiency of the
momentum coupling will increase as the current and power are
increased. By analyzing a specific configuration and calculating
thrust and loss coefficients, four design criterion are determined for
effective performance:
1) The size of the device should be larger than the plasma skin
depth; r0 > δs .
2) The size of the WLA should be larger than the standoff
distance; r0 > l.
3) The excitation frequency should be larger the electron collision
frequency; ω > νe .
4) The resistive losses within the WLA must be minimized;
Rwla → 0.
The aforementioned design constraints were derived for the
coupling between the WLA and a linear, ordinary mode. Qualitatively,
they could be understood as requiring the maximum momentum
coupling from the WLA to the plasma while minimizing the associated
dissipative losses. For typical laboratory plasma parameters analyzed
in Sec. IV, it was shown that a DWDT would achieve reasonable
efficiencies while remaining linear, with up to approximately 10 kW
of power.
The analysis of the ordinary mode illuminates the limits of thrust
scaling, particularly at powers below 10 kW. As nonlinearities
become relevant, other modes may be of primary interest, such as
Alfvén modes, which may be targeted with specific applied magnetic
fields. A thruster based on these wave modes is expected to rely on
similar design constraints that are dependent on each specific mode.

(A2)

(A3)

iθν
where b2  a2  δ −2
s cos θν e . The solutions to the R equation are
Bessel functions of the first and second kinds. However, only Bessel
functions of the first kind are physical. The Z equation has growing and
decaying exponential solutions where, physically, region I can only
have growing exponentials and region III can only have decaying
exponentials.
As a result, the solutions to Eqs. (13) and (16) in each region are as
follows:

Z

∞

A1s r; z 

C1 aeaz J1 ar da

(A4)

0

Z

∞

A2s r; z 

C2 aeaz  C3 ae−az J1 ar da

(A5)

0

Z

VI.

(A1)

∞

A3s r; z 

C4 ae−bz J1 ar da

(A6)

0

And, Ci is the amplitude of each mode. Dodd and Deeds [25]
previously generated and solved similar equations when the
excitation term in Eq. (10) was a single coil loop and the material had
multiple layers of purely real conductivities. We proceed using their
methodology. However, instead of a single loop, we have an annular
antenna, so we will use their solution and integrate over many loops to
form a full annulus. Assuming a single coil loop with a radius x in
normalized coordinates and a fixed current Ja , the appropriate
boundary conditions are as follows:

∂A1s
∂z

  A2s r; −l

A1s r; −l

(A7)

A2s r; 0  A3s r; 0

(A8)


z−l

∂A2s
∂z

∂A2s
∂z

z−l


z0

 μ0 Ja δr − x

∂A3s
∂z

(A9)

(A10)
z0

Solving these four equations for the unknown Ci , we have


1
a − b −al

e  eal
C1 a  μ0 J a xJ1 ax
2
ab
1
a − b −al
e
C2 a  μ0 Ja xJ 1 ax
2
ab

(A11)

(A12)
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1

C3 a  μ0 Ja xJ1 axe−al
2
C4 a  μ0 Ja xJ 1 ax

a

e−al
ab

(A13)

(A14)
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To calculate the forces and losses in the plasma, we are solely
concerned with region III, and the magnetic vector potential in that
region is as follows:

Z ∞
a

A3loop r; z  μ0 Ja
e−al e−bz da
xJ 1 axJ1 ar
ab
0
(A15)
A full annulus with an inner radius r0 and an outer radius 2r0 can be
thought of as many individual coils with radii between r0 and 2r0 ,
which correspond to x  1 and x  2 in the normalized coordinate
system. Each individual coil has a fraction of the total antenna current
Ja . Taking the limiting behavior as infinitely many coils with J a
evenly distributed among them, we get a total magnetic vector
potential by integrating over x:

Z 2 Z ∞
a

A3s r; z  μ0 I a
e−al e−bz da dx
xJ 1 axJ 1 ar
ab
1
0
(A16)
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